Trampoline and Tumbling Elite Committee Meeting

Elite Committee Chair                             Scott Lineberry
Elite Committee TR Rep                           Nuno Merino
Elite Committee DMT Rep                          Amber Van Natta
Athlete Representative                           Alex Renkert
Athlete Representative                           Michael Devine
Program Chair                                    Patti Conner
Program Director                                 Jacqui Godfrey

Meeting called to order by Scott Lineberry on November 29th at 9:15pm

Elite Committee Meeting Agenda

1. Welcome & Roll Call

2. EDP Camp Selection

Due to unfilled athlete positions, it is possible to invite additional athletes to the EDP camp. The coaches reps presented their secondary selections, using the same selection criteria as the original list (see EC minutes from 09.29.20) and including additional athletes who were close to the selection score. Petitions were considered.

Trampoline:
- Carris Coe
- Cameren Cooper
- Maleah Domengeaux
- Ella Henshaw
- Skyla Johnson
- Jillian Jones-Pschirrer
- Tenly Kuhn
- Emily Landers
- Mya Millikin
- Betsy Nash
- Marissa Oubre
- Skylar Reale
- Michelle Sherman
- Morgan VanDyck
- Cristian Aguirre
- Andy Betz
- Aidan Blaze
- Ryan Diez
Motion to approve 2019 EDP camp secondary Trampoline selections.
- Motion: Amber
- Second: Nuno
- Vote: unanimous

Tumbling:
- Nathan Kulbe

Motion to approve 2019 EDP camp secondary Tumbling selections.
- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Amber
- Vote: unanimous

Double-mini:
- Ben Adams
- Alexander Cole
- Rowan Deakin
- Nate Eckert
- Andrew Lamb
- Jack Ledford
- Reilly Lichtman
- Giana Bianchini
- Ava Dehanes
- Rachael DeSimone
- Leah Garagalo
- Alexis Gustufson
- Alexandra Mytnik
- Holly Richardson
- Madison Zander

Motion to approve 2019 EDP camp secondary Double-mini selections.
- Motion: Nuno
- Second: Alex
- Vote: unanimous

3. Other discussions
The committees discussed other areas of current focus and made the following recommendations for program staff to follow up:
- An info sheet be released on the reasons behind future World Age Group Championships teams to not include the 11-12 division.
- Consider the option of ongoing qualification spreadsheets to be released as we go through 2019 selections.

Meeting adjourned.